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My; present invention" relates to special ‘ recep- ‘ 
taclesiand more particularly to eyeglass cases the 
sameheing ‘box-like’ containers‘ commonly“ used 
for holding‘ ophthalmic mountings. l The'inv'en 
tlorrconcerne such‘ a‘ construction of‘e'ye' glass'éor 
spectacle cases in whichas awproduct, the‘ca'se 
willib‘e‘neatiand attractive and can “be assembled 
ea'silyiialtirelatively low manufacturing ‘cost. The 
improvements relate 'pl‘imarilyito the association 
ofi‘a‘body; portion with whingedli-d so articulated 
thereon ‘that the combination‘ of the’two parts 
will‘ provide ~ a‘ smooth and ‘uninterrupted hinge 
line ~on‘the‘?exterior and corresponding facilities 
on theinterior; ' ‘ a ‘ » 

Héretofore the‘ problem in the I manufacture ‘of 
special' receptacles "of-‘this kind has involved ‘ the . 

‘ Figure 911s Tai longitudi al section on11inex9L-9 
of FFigure=3 ilook‘ing inithei ‘direction of the arrows 
toward the-hinge; ‘ l ‘ a ‘ ‘l _ 

- Figure‘v 10 is“ a‘ similar: section" of 1 the complete 
assembly; including" the i» actuating. springi and 
taken on‘ the’ ‘line-101403 of‘ Figure “1'; ' ‘ 

Fi‘goirer 11 is a; furtherenlarged‘ sectionitaaken 

consideration of'working: into the hinge‘ linetof ' 
the‘ spectacle case‘ the leather, imitation'leather, 
or'otherI coveringscommon‘ly used on'the exterior ,‘ 
‘to 'prevent "the- raw edges‘ thereof - from ‘1 beingl ob 
viously ‘present or ‘requiring special 'measureskfor 
their= anchorage‘ionithe interior." With the pres‘ 
ent invention, thetwo elements‘of‘ alh‘inge combi 
nation on a body or container and the articulated 
lidtherefor is so effected" that the covering mate 
rial 'is ‘hidden in ‘the ‘hinge’ and 2the ‘stated ‘smooth 
exteriervati the ‘ hinge portion isbpreserved. ‘ l -' l 

Toith‘ese" and otherf‘ends; the'invention'lresides 
im certain improvementswande ‘combination. of 
parts; ‘all1 aslwill bevhereinafterl more» iulIyI-Ide- ‘ ‘>7 
scribed, the novelwfeatures' ‘being pointed‘i‘out in 
the claims at-the'end' of- this speci?cation‘._ 

“ l In‘ltheidrawingsz ,‘ it 

Figure :11 islka; top‘ plan viewaofl aispectaclel'case 
constructed .3 inaaccordance .with‘ and; illustrating ‘ 
one ‘embodiment. of, my.‘ invention; ‘ ‘ 

Eigure 2.15:; a muchenlarged ltransyerse ‘ section 
“thereoixtakemonqtheline 2-2 ofrFignre 1, the 
sameshowingithecomplete? assembly; in , l 

' Figure 3 is a collectivelview of the body-‘per; 
tion‘ and ltheplidi in assembling‘ positions but‘ prior 
tQJaSsembIy; ‘ 1 M ‘ l ‘ ‘l 

'E‘iguree‘lds a :similar viewv on‘th‘e same-section 
linelwithl the body-and lid associatedwith each 
other.“ but only partially.‘ assembled; ,3 ‘ ‘ 

Figure ,5‘ is‘ a similar ‘view: onithe same section 
line withtheassem‘bly completed; 

Figure 6 ‘is a.‘ further enlargedv detail‘ fragmen 
‘taryyseotionl constituting, an enlargement oi'la 
section-appearing in?Fi'gure 2'; . 

‘ mgme'n'is al‘fmgmenmryl bottom; vieWJof ‘the 
Phillie ,as ‘appearing. in ‘the. upper' portion ‘of F1 g7 
mire-3);, i “ “ 

‘ Figureis‘isan enlarged'view'ishowmgthehmge 
?ne bf‘the case in rear elevation; ‘ a ‘l v v _ 
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‘ Figure 12‘is- a; section taken on the line “LIZ 
of"Figure~1‘0but‘with the‘li'd of the'l‘case'i-raised 
or'in-open position; ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘l ‘ w“ Figure 13 is a, further enlargeddétaili‘fragmem 

tary ‘ horizontal section taken; substantially ‘on 
the line I3"->l 3*of1Figure 11.‘; ‘ ~ l l ' ‘ . 

Figure ‘14” is-“a detailf fragmentary: horizontal 
section‘taken‘on the line I4‘i‘—-i4-fof-“Figure“11‘';' ‘ 

Figure‘ 15' ‘is a" perspective view1 of‘ ther bracket 
for the anchorage-of‘ one end“ of? the actuating 
‘spring clip; and ‘ ‘1 i i ‘ ‘ l‘ 

Figure" 16 i‘ is" ;;,v further“ enlarged ‘section taken 
substantiallyon the line1 |6L—|‘61 or“ Figure "110.“ - 
,Similar‘ reference numerals throughout 1 the 

several'viewsindicate‘thefsame‘parts: ‘ " ' 

To ‘?rst’ give a general idea of' what. I‘ accome 
plish‘with‘this, invention, the‘ spectaclefor slr‘nie 
larcase‘comprises ‘a body‘portion and an articuL ‘ 
lat‘ed‘ lid‘both stamped out of sheet‘ metalljt ‘The 
hinge line‘is'at the rear’ and a problem resides=in 
so'constructingthis hinge that it will have aneat 
appearance‘ on theexterior, can" be- rapidly a‘s- ' 
semblediin connection with‘ an actuating spring 
to‘ hold the‘ lidlin' either open‘ or‘ closed" position 
and yet‘ will‘ in general avoidlthes‘ provision‘ of 
fastening means or parts projectinglinsidé‘ the» ‘ 
‘case. Such ‘spectacle cases are usually produced 
witl'r-a leather,‘ fabric; ‘or similar'covering and 
anotherjconsideration involved in mylprese‘nt-‘ine 
vention is combining therearraw'edges oi‘these 
coverings‘onv both the ‘body ‘ and " lid ‘ so that‘1 they 
not‘ only are‘concealed'at the hingeiline‘ibut'are 
secured ‘or clamped‘ ‘in’and'b‘y the hinge assembly 
itself.“ In" otherivvl’ord‘s, in theipractice-‘offmy- in-‘ 
vention; thebody portion and the-‘- lid portion of 
the spectacle case are‘?rs‘t produced'with‘this 
covering‘material or'outerlamination attached‘, ‘ 
they are then assembled in" this condition‘ and, 
?nally,‘ such hinge-connection is'lcompleted‘and ’ 
the before‘ mentioned‘ actuating spring‘ added. 
liiiit?allv of ‘these operations"are'loonducted'i‘in-‘a 
way thati‘does-not'lead to the‘covering or ?nish‘ 
ing material b'einglscratched 'or marred’ by theia'se 
sembly‘ tools and l the '‘ asSembIy-opeIatiOnSL-I 

‘ Referring ‘more-particularly to the‘drawings; II‘ 
indicates!’ generally‘ the.- sheetimetal?v body; and“ 2 
the» sheet3 rnetalflidlof ‘‘ a) spectacle case» ‘(xiv-the 



, (Figure 7) of the pintle. 

usual or any desired contour. At the front side 
the body has a reentrant lip 3 over which the 
bent down forward edge 4 of the lid engages. In 
general, the case assumes the closed position of 
Figure 2 or the open position of Figure 12 in 
either of which it is selectively held by the ac 
tuating spring arrangements hereinafter de 
scribed.v I} , 

Referring momentarily more particularly to 
Figure 3, the rear edge of lid 2 is divided into a 
plurality of projecting tongues 5 of a generally 
8 shape, that is, they each proceed forwardly and 
inwardly of the case in a loop 6, thence rear 
wardly and forwardly again to form another loop 
‘I and the latter is initially clamped tightly about 

- and con?nes a straight pintle 8. But neither the 
loop nor hence the pintle projects rearwardly be 
yond the plane of the rear wall 9 of the lid and l 
the rear wall II) of the body portion I. 
When the lid 2 is so assembled with the pintle 

B, the :loops 6 of the tongues beingstill open as 
in Figure 3, the leather, fabric,v or other similar 
?nishing covering II is applied and certain por 
tions I2 of the raw edge at the rear are brought 
well into loops 6. At the same time body portion 
I‘ is similarly prepared. It also has 8 shaped 
tongues I3 looped forwardly at I4 and thence 
rearwardly at I5, the latterloop being tempo 
rarily left open. These tongues I3, as appears 
fromFigures 7, 8, 9 and 10, alternate with the 
tongues 5 on the lid as in any piano type hinge 
of this general nature. . , 

, Still referring principally to Figure 3 and also 
to Figure 9, certain portions I6 of the raw edge 
of the coveringv I1 of the body portion I extend 
into the loops I4 while the intervening portions 
I8 are cut to extend clownvonto the interior of 
wall I0. In the same way it should have been 
said‘ of the intervening portions I9 of the cover 
ing I I of lid 2 that they are interspa-ced between 
the tongues 5 and extend up onto the interior of ‘ 
wall 9 of the lid. By this I mean, that the cover~ 
ings I I and I] are cut at their rear rawedges with 
a pro?le outline producing alternated long} and 
short tongues. The long tongues I9 of the cov 
ering II ‘and I8- of the covering I‘! are the ones 
that pass into the case between the metal hinge 
knuckles, .the o?set of the pintle best shown in 
Figure 9 giving plenty of room for the accom 
plishment of this, whereas the short tongues I2 
of the'covering II and I6 of the covering I‘! are 
the ones that are concealed within the cavities 
provided by- the loops 6 and I4. Otherwise'and 
customarily such tongues have to pass clear 
around the pintle so' that they contribute an extra 
thickness to interfere with the hinge action as 
well as being subject toy that much more wear 
and dislocation. In other words, these raw edges 
are taken care of alternately in concealed cavi 
ties at the bases of the sheet metal knuckles and 
within the case. Thus, assuming that the cov 
ering ‘is leather, there is no 'contact of leather 
against leathen; If there be any contact, it is 
leather against metal. It is now to be under 
stood that generally and usually these coverings 
I I and I‘! are cemented in place. 
When the parts have been, so constructed as in 

Figure 3, they are brought together as shown in 
Figure 4, that is, the loops I5 of tongues I3 on 
the bodyare hooked over the exposed portions 20 

Thereupon, with suit 
able dies or tools, the partially open lid tongues 
5 andlthe entirely open body tongues I 3 are com 
pressed.‘ so that the loops I5 of the latter are 
closed about the pintle 8 and the loops 6 and I4 
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2,376,487 
of the lid and body portions, respectively clamp 
down upon the tongues I2 and I6 of the covering 
material. The result is the interlocked structure 
of Figure 5, comparing which to Figure 4 the 
theretofore slightly separated body and lid por 
tions I and 2 are seen to be brought into ulti 
mate proper sealing relationship. This crimp 
ing or consolidating of the parts is also shown in 
Figure 2, for instance, and on a larger scale in 
Figure 6. The result of these'op'erations is that 
the hinge is permanently closed, the hinge axis‘ 

' is brought into or forwardly of the rear walls of 
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the body portion and the lid, and a smooth or 
?ush rear exterior is produced on the case as a 
whole. , ' , ' 

The mode of constructing and assemblying 
lends itself to the application of the actuating 
spring that holds the case securely, selectively, 
in the customary open or closed positions. Re 
ferring, with respect to this feature, more par 
ticularly to Figures 10 to 15 inclusive, the spring 
proper is constituted by a bar or resilient wire 2| 
located on the wall II] of the body I and extend 
ing generally longitudinally of the pintle 8. ,Its 
ends are anchored in angular offsets or pockets 
22 formed'in tongues 23 brought down from the 
edge of the rear wall In of body I in alteration 
with tongues I3, that is, between two of the 
tongues I3 of body I where the excess material 
is not used for the purpose of forming the hinge. 
Hooked over the center of the springris a lower 
lip 24 on a bowed clip 25 that spans the pintle 8 
and the hinge connection in general. Its other 
similar lip 26 is hooked over a ledge portion 21 
on a bracket plate 28 spot welded or otherwise, 
secured to the rear wall 9 of lid portion 2. It 
becomes obvious from a comparison of Figures 2 
and 12 of the drawings, for instance, that as the 
eye glass case is opened and closed. the resultant 
line of force exerted by the spring 2! and the 
clip 25 (which in itself may also have spring ac 
tion) passes through the center of the hinge and 
hence holds the lid and body in either of said po 
sitions. ‘ ‘ 

An eye glass case constructed in accordance 
with my invention may be preliminarily, formed 
and ultimately assembled with ease and‘ precision, 
thus lending itself to mass production, while at 
the same time it possesses a neat and attractive 
appearance from the exterior and is mechanical 
ly e?icient. 1 
The foregoing description has not taken into 

‘ consideration the application of the customary 
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velvet or other lining that is applied to the in 
terior, The same'has not been illustrated in the 
drawings because it would unnecessarily compli~ 
cate the sectional views. Suffice it to say, that 
this interior covering is applied and cemented as 
usual, being brought loosely over the hinge spring 
to entirely hide the same. > 

The utility of my invention will be appreciated‘ 
by those skilled in the art‘ who,‘ as in latter day 
practice, are substituting imitation leather hav 
ing a fabric base for genuine leather covering 
for receptacles of this kind. The raw edges of a 
covering with a fabric base are particularly dif 
?cult to hold down where the workings of the 
hinge joints frequently disturb them. With my 
invention these vshorter tongues I2 and I3 ofthe 
raw edges are looked as aforesaid in the Sshaped 
knuckles intervening between the longer covering 
tongues I8 and I9 which are brought into the 
interior of the case, the tongues I9 being under 
the free pintle portions 20, so that the hinge ac 



1 wall of the case substantially flush. 
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tion does not subject the covering material to 
wear. , , ‘ 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In a hinged spectaclecase or the like, em 

‘ bodying a. body portion and an articulated lid, the ‘‘ 
combination with a pintle, of complementary sub 
stantially S shaped integral tongues on the rear 
of the body and lid forming loops opening in 01) 
posite directions ‘the terminal portions of which ‘ 
tongues constitute knuckles embracing the :pintle 
and the intermediate loops of which project into 
the interior of ‘the case leaving the exterior rear 

_ 2. In a hinged spectacle case or the like, em 
bodylng a body portion and an articulated lid, 
the combination with a pintle, of complementary 

10 

substantially S shaped integral tongues on the. ’ 
rear of the body and lid the terminal portions of ' 
which constitute knuckles embracing the‘ pintle , 
and the intermediate loops of which project into 
the interior of the case leaving the exterior rear 
wall of the case substantially ?ush, and outer cov 
ering material on the body and lid, rear raw 
edges of which are concealed and clamped within 
the said intermediate loops of the tongues. 

3. In a hinged spectacle case or the like, em 
bodying a body pOI'tion and an articulated lid, 
the combination with a pintle and knuckles on 

- one of said elements embracing said pintle, of 
substantially 8 shaped integral tongues on the‘ 
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other element the terminal portions of which also 
constitute knuckles embracing the pintle and the 
intermediate loops of which project into the in 
terior of the case leaving the exterior rear wall of 
the case flush. ‘ ' 

4. In a hinged spectacle case or the like, em 
bodying a body portion and an articulated lid, the 
combination with a pintle and knuckles on one 
of said elements embracing said pintle, of sub 
stantially S shaped tongues 0n the other element 
the terminal portions of which also‘ constitute 
knuckles embracing the pintle and the interme 
diate loops of which project into the interior of 
the case leaving the exterior rear wall of the case 
?ush, and outer covering material on the last 
mentioned element rear raw edges of whichare 
concealed and clamped within the said interme 
diate loops of the tongues. ‘ _ 

5. The combination with a sheet metal spec 
tacle case or the like, embodying an articulated 
lid and a body portion hinged together by means 
of a pintle and integral alternately spaced knuckle 
tongues embracing the pintle and proceeding from 
the rear walls of said elements, said knuckle 
tongues having cavities in their bases, of outer 
covering material onthe lid and body portion 

- rear raw edges of which are secured within said 
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cavities. 
. CARL ROLAND J ERRY. 


